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Why earth gravity is required for shaping life*
Mariano Bizzarri
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Our studies, carried out in the Systems Biology 
Group Lab (Sapienza University, Rome, www.
sbglab.org) have investigated cells and tissues 
growing both in simulated microgravity 
on Earth (through the Random Positioning 
Machine) as well as in real weightlessness 
(onboard of the International Space Station, 
directly performed by the astronaut Lt. Colonel 
Samantha Cristoforetti). Investigation focused 
on biochemical pathways and cell structures 
(shape, cytoskeleton), involved several high-
throughput technologies, including PCR, 
transcriptome assay, western-blot, HPLC/MS, 
confocal and electronic microscopy. Studies 
were conducted on both animal and human 
cells/tissues, including normal and cancerous 
samples. Phenotypic transition enacted by 
loss of gravity constraints has been carefully 
monitored across different times, and it has 
been described by means of a mathematical 
modelling. Our latest study is currently in 
press on Nature microgravity (“Phenotypic 
transitions enacted by microgravity do not 
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The impact of gravity on life
We are so acquainted with the daily experience 
of gravity, that we can hardly wonder life 

without it. Every day experiences are so 
inextricably embedded into the gravitational 
.#!2% "( "% #3#)% '4$% )#4$'5-(6,*'!'+*& !%
cognitive processes have been molded into a 
,-#&*.&% )#4$') !% )#"7'$8% &').+4$ "*')9% *1#1%
an internal model of gravity to cope with.1 By 
considering gravity as an unavoidable conditio 
sine qua non, we have been ultimately unable 
*)% --$#&* "*)+%+$ 3*" "*') !%*):4#)&#,%')%!*;#%
or even we assumed that gravity irrelevant in 
living processes, as it was actually impossible 
)#*"(#$% "'% $4!#% '4"% #<-#$*=#)"% *)%  %='2*.#2%
+$ 3*" "*') !% .#!29% )'"% "'% 2#"#&"%  )6% $#!#3 )"%
change in cells or other living structures. 
However, the development of space techno-
logies, opening to humankind the adventure 
';% ,- &#%:*+("9%= 8#,% "(*,% *,,4#%='$#% "( )% %
theoretical one. How gravity could modify 
normal human physiology, or induce damages, 
eventually leading to a true pathological 
&')2*"*')9% "(4,% >#& =#%  % &$*"*& !% .#!2% ';%
investigation to ensure safest health conditions 
during space missions.
Indeed, research on space microgravity is 
often rationalized by claiming that it may/
should improve the health of astronauts or 
the understanding of degenerative diseases 
(osteoporosis, muscle atrophy, cancer).

However, the common motivating cue 
underlying attempts to evaluate biological 
phenomena as they occur on a microgravity 
.#!2% *,% 2#.)*"#!6% "(#% "(#'$#"*& !%  ,-*$ "*')%
to understand the role that a true physical 
factor (gravity) can plays in shaping life. 
Gravity, even constant throughout the history 
of Earth, constitutes a true $/,-4)&,+"3=*<,3#$, 
i.e. a boundary constraint to which evolving 
organisms have to cope with in order to face 
the selective environmental pressure, getting 
better chances of success.

Microgravity effects on living organisms
? !*!#*% .$,"% +4#,,#2% @ $"(A,% +$ 3*"6% *):4#)&#%
on living structures and processes. Making 
measurements made from bones of animals of 
different weights, he was able to observe that 
"(#%!#)+"(5"'57*2"(%$ "*'%2*3#$+#,%,*+)*.& )"!6%
among light and heavy animals.2%B#"9%*"%7 ,%)'"%
4)"*!%CDEF%"( "%"(#%2$ = "*&%*=- &"%';%+$ 3*"6%
')%!*3*)+%,6,"#=,%7 ,%&')3*)&*)+!6%&').$=#2%
by experiments made both on ground and 
')% "(#% G- &#! >%H5C%:*+("9% "(4,% '3#$&'=*)+%
the bias represented by the lack of proper 
controls.3 Since then, several reports pointed 
'4"%!*3*)+%&#!!,%*)%=*&$'+$ 3*"6%.#!2%,('7%= I'$%
changes, involving metabolism, cytoskeleton, 
membrane structure, gene regulation, shape 
and many other biological properties.4

Direct microgravity effects on cells
At a cellular or sub-cellular level, the “force” 
';%+$ 3*"6%*,% -- $#)"!6%*),*+)*.& )"%&'=- $#2%
to the three other basic forces in nature: the 
weak nuclear force, the strong nuclear force 
and the electrostatic force, that govern the 
;'$&#% .#!2% 7*"(*)%  )2% >#"7##)% ='!#&4!#,%
inside a cell. Furthermore, non-gravity related 
phenomena like thermal noise (kT) or chemical 
energies are orders of magnitude larger than 
1g acceleration.
J'7#3#$9%  )% *=-$#,,*3#% ,#"%';% ,&*#)"*.&%2 " %
2#='),"$ "#2% &( )+#,% *)% +$ 3*" "*') !% .#!2%
(i.e., hypo-gravity) are responsible of dramatic 
effects on living organism. Gravity-related 
effects can be observed at different level of 
observations: from molecular dynamics to 
physiologic complex functions, even after 
few minutes of exposure.5 These data made a 

serious impact on the current thinking about 
"(#% ,*+)*.& )&#% ';% +$ 3*"6% *)% > ,*&% !*3*)+%
processes, and a different conceptual approach 
is required in order to provide reliable 
models of interpretation. Meanwhile overall 
macroscopic effects of gravity on physiologic 
functions are readily understandable by means 
of classic (i.e., “Newtonian”) science, there is 
not yet a comprehensive theoretical framework 
able to explain on principle grounds how 
individual cells may sense gravity and respond 
to its changes.
For long time it has been supposed gravity not 
"'% *):4#)&#% "(#% &#!!4! $% = &(*)#$6% 2*$#&"!69%
but to exert its effect on the bulk volume 
of the surrounding medium. Diffusion and 
&')3#)"*')% :'7%  $#% >'"(% +$ 3*"652#-#)2#)"%
-$'&#,,#,% )2% "(#6% ,4--'$"% "(#%-$'-#$% *):4<%
';%)4"$*#)",% ,%7#!!% ,%"(#%#;:4<%';%=#" >'!*&%
products at the cellular boundary. Microgravity 
$#24&#,% :4*2% ,(# $% ,"$#,,9% &')3#&"*')% -$'5
cesses and chemical diffusion; in addition, 
some physical properties–like surface tension– 
of living cells are directly hindered by gravi-
tational acceleration.
J'7#3#$9% *"% = 8#,%  )% #)'$='4,% ,&*#)"*.&%
difference if cell functions by their own would 
be sensitive to gravity, than if cells simply 
react to a changed chemical environment. 
Therefore, one may ask how cells can sense 
gravity. Indeed, with some exceptions (plant 
root statocytes) in animal cell do not exist 
molecular complexes adapted for gravity 
sensing. Nevertheless, even if the force 
exerted by gravity inside the cell is of order 
of magnitude weaker than molecular forces, 
some mechanisms–mainly explained by non-
equilibrium thermodynamics–can amplify the 
relatively weak signals to above the level of the 
thermal noise, as pointed out by the seminal 
work of Prigogine.6

Non-equilibrium processes
The state of equilibrium is the state of 
maximum entropy, i.e. the maximum disorder. 
In this condition there is no cooperativity in the 
system, except near a phase transition. Hence, 
"(#% *):4#)&#%';% )%#<"#$) !%.#!2K7( ",'#3#$%
its nature–on such a system is characterized 
by the ratio of energy interaction (with the 
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.#!20% )2%"(#%"(#$= !%#)#$+6%';%"(#%='!#&4!#1L  
Considering a gas whose molecules have a 
masse m, enclosed in a volume of length l, a 
+$ 3*" "*') !%.#!2%';%,"$#)+"(%g, the maximum 
energy of interaction is (1) W= mgl.a The ratio 
mgl/kT is extremely small (<1) for value of l 
of the order of centimetres. Therefore, the 
.#!2%& )% &"4 !!6%-$'24&#% %M4 )"*" "*3#%#;;#&"%
only when mgl>kT9%7(#)%"(#%.#!2%-'"#)"* !%*,%
! $+#$% "( )% "(#% "(#$= !%:4&"4 "*'),% NkT). This 
happens when there is cooperativity between 
the molecules in bringing about a macroscopic 
'$2#$O% "(#% #;;#&"% ';% "(#% .#!2% P 22,% 4-/% "'%
produce a large effect. In equilibrium systems 
this occurs during a phase transition; in non-
equilibrium systems the same phenomenon is 
more frequent to happen, due to richness of 
instabilities and the consequent transition to 
very intricate dissipative structures. In these 
conditions, transition from a homogenous to 
an inhomogeneous stationary patterns can 
occur in classic reaction-diffusion processes, 
in which the behavior of the concentrations 
of reacting chemicals is the described by the 
equation (2): D 2C + F(C,!) = "C/"t + boundary 
conditions.b This relationship implies that 
)')5!*)# $% ,6,"#=,9% 7(#)% ,4;.&*#)"!6% ; $%
from equilibrium, can form different spatial 

structures and evolve into different attractors. 
Indeed, when ! is less than the critical value of 
!c, the concentration ck are homogeneous, but 
when ! > !

c
 the homogeneous state becomes 

unstable and the system can evolve into one of 
several possible states (Fig. 1).c

Transition to such states is mathematically 
formalized by bifurcating solutions to the 
equation (2); if such a system is coupled to an 
#<"#$) !% .#!29% "(#% ,6==#"$6% *,% >$'8#)1%Q'7%
a directionality emerges and consequently 
the system may evolve into one of the state 
 )2% )'"% "(#% '"(#$1% R'$%  % .#!2% N+$ 3*" "*') !9%
electromagnetic, morphogenetic) the effect-
iveness with which the system is committed 
into one of the states is a measure of the 
sensitivity of the system. The equation (2) 
assumes the form of: D 2C - µg x  C + F(C,!) 
= "C/"t + boundary conditions (3), where g 
*,% "(#% #<"#$) !% +$ 3*" "*') !% .#!21% S"% & )% >#%
demonstrated that solution to the equation 
(3) assumes the form of: B#H+A

I
!#+A

J
g T% U%

(Eq. 4). For a non zero g the two branches are 
separated, but if the bifurcation parameter is 
changed, the system will evolve preferentially 
evolve into one of the branches and not the 
other, unless there is a large enough internal 
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structures and the minimum separation S 
NR*+1W0%*,% %=# ,4$#%';%"(#%-'"#)&6%';%"(#%.#!21%
Clearly, S is dependent on the strength of 
"(#% .#!21%X(#)% "(#% .#!2% ,"$#)+"(% *,% $#24&#2%
(as happens for instance when g is below 
"(#% # $"(% $#;#$#)&#% 3 !4#9% *1#1% D1E% &=% ,#&-1), 
"(#$= !%:4&"4 "*'),%7*!!%= 8#%"(#%,#- $ "*')%
unobservable. It can be demonstrated that, 
for non-equilibrium systems S =  (Eq. 
5). Unlike     is a small number, its value is 
enhanced due to the exponent 1/3. It has 
been demonstrated that in non-equilibrium 
,6,"#=,% ,#),*"*3*"6% "'% .#!2A,% ,"$#)+"(% *,%  >'4"%
six order of magnitude larger than response 
in equilibrium systems.  This result is amazing 
because it can provide affordable response 
to the unexpected sensitivity of dissipative 
,6,"#=,% "'%  -- $#)"!6% 7# 8% .#!2,1% S"% *,%
noteworthy that the concentration variation 
of the non-equilibrium system is of the same 
magnitude as S. Therefore, the bifurcation 
-$'&#,,%*,%#)( )&#2%>6% %; &"'$%';%CU6. Since 
S depends on g1/3, if we reduce the strength 
';%+%>6% %; &"'$%';%CU6, then S will be reduced 
>6% % ; &"'$% ';% CU2. This result implies that in 
microgravity sensitivity of non-equilibrium 
,6,"#=,%*,%(*+(!6%2#&$# ,#2%N;$'=%CU6%"'%CU2). 
Hence, reaching two possible states will be 
almost equally probable. In other words, 
)'$= !% +$ 3*"6% ,*+)*.& )"!6% &')"$*>4"#,% "'%
drive non equilibrium systems to a preferential 
attractor, meanwhile, in microgravity, different 

dissipative structures are equally likely 
to occur. From a different perspective, a 
$#24&#2% +$ 3*" "*') !% .#!2%  !!'7,% "(#% ,6,"#=%
to reach several different states with the same 
likelihood: more attractors will be accessible 
and therefore the overall entropy will increase. 
In other words, in normal g conditions, 
gravity produces order and contributes to the 
commitment of the system towards a discrete 
number of stable states (attractors). Such 
theoretical framework has been vindicated by 
experimental results. Indeed, different human 
cell types cultured in microgravity undergo 
dramatic morphology changes, leading to 
two alternative phenotypes: an ‘adherent’ 
and a ‘clumps-organoid’ one, simultaneously 
present in the same culture.E9D9CU(Fig.3).
This is reversible process: when a ‘clumps-
organoid’ population is growing in normal 
gravity, it goes back to the usual phenotype and, 
when re-seeded in microgravity condition, it 
gives rise again to the two above-mentioned 
phenotypes.
Y(#% '3#$ !!%=# )*)+% ';% ,4&(% .)2*)+,% *,% "( "%
in absence of gravity-dependent constraints 
the system is unable to choose in between 
two different phenotypes, thus leading 
cells to be partitioned into two different 
clusters. In other words, the genotype does 
not determine by itself the phenotype but 
require additional, environmental cues to 
-$'-#$% .) !*Z#% &#!!% 2*;;#$#)"* "*')111 In fact, 
absence of (physical) constraint impairs 
proper differentiation and eventually enacts 
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opposite effects on different cell clusters. In 
absence of gravity, the correct developmental/
differentiation pathways leading to an org-
anized individual are therefore severely 
disturbed and hindered.12 These results cast 
on doubt that normal embryological and 
developmental life processes could take place 
in absence of Earth gravity.

The future is near
?$ 3*"6%( ,%&')," )"!6%*):4#)&#2%>'"(%-(6,*& !%
as well as biological phenomena throughout 
 !!% "(#% @ $"(A,% (*,"'$61% Y(#% +$ 3*" "*') !% .#!2%
has probably played a major role in shaping 
evolution when life moved from water to 
land, even if, for a while, it has been generally 
2##=#2%"'%*):4#)&#%) "4$ !%,#!#&"*')%')!6%>6%
limiting the range of acceptable body sizes, 
according to Galilei’s principle. Indeed, to 
counteract gravity, living organisms would need 
to develop systems to provide cell membrane 
$*+*2*"69%:4*2%:'7%$#+4! "*')9% )2% --$'-$* "#%
structural support and locomotion. However, 
+$ 3*"6% = 6% *):4#)&#% *)%  % ='$#% 2##-%  )2%
subtle fashion the way the cells behave and 
build themselves. Gravity, indeed, represents 

an ‘inescapable’ constraint13 that obliges living 
>#*)+,% "'%  2'-"% ')!6%  % ;#7% &').+4$ "*'),%
(‘attractors’) among many others. By removing 
"(#% +$ 3*" "*') !% .#!29% !*3*)+% ,"$4&"4$#,% 7*!!%
be free to recover more degrees of freedom, 
thus acquiring new phenotypes and (probably) 
new functions/properties.14 That statement 
raises several critical questions. Some of these 
entail fundamentals of theoretical biology, as 
they cast doubt on the classical molecular 
paradigm on which modern biology has been 
build:15 therefore, it can be argued that the 
ultimate reason for human space exploration 
is precisely to enable us to discover ourselves. 
Undoubtedly, the microgravitational-space 
.#!2% -$#,#)",%  )% 4)!*=*"#2% ('$*Z')% ;'$%
investigation and discovery. Controlled studies 
conducted in microgravity can advance 
our knowledge, providing amazing insights 
into the biological mechanism underlying 
physiology as well as many relevant diseases, 
like cancer.16 Accordingly, space-based invest-
igations may serve as a novel paradigm for 
innovation in basic and applied science. 
Others topics have a clear medical and 
practical relevance, as they are closely tied 

Fig.3. Phenotypic changes in cells 

exposed to different gravity condi-

tions. MCF7 cells cultured under 

)+0+!:%$"<:4.>!+!4.)%"7(/%0)%0%.47-

mal 2D monolayer (Fig. 3a). MCF7 

cells in microgravity resulted 
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ting-clump cells, and the second 
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are reseeded in normal gravity, 

independently from the time they 

have spent in microgravity (Fig. 

I>;%574,%7(5#%!.%.4+(%K;%,4>!E!(>J

to the actual possibility to afford human 
permanence in space. How much gravity is 
needed to maintain life as we know it? Are the 
['')A,% )2%[ $,A,%+$ 3*"6%,4;.&*#)"%#)'4+(%"'%
ensure the minimum ‘gravity loading’ required 
to ensure that goal?, that is to say there exist a 
threshold gravitational level? How life could 
>#% ,,4$#2%*)%"(#%'4"#$%,- &#%NCU-6g or lower 
values), and, eventually how could living 
organisms evolve? 
Arguably, future research will be committed to 
provide a satisfactory answer to those crucial 
problems, if we are to travel and to live in the 
space environment.
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a The equation (1) has the characteristic of a potential and 
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m, displacing it along a length l.
b D is the diffusion matrix; C = (c
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representing the concentrations of the n  reacting chemicals; 
F is a non linear operator expressing the chemical kinetics; ! 
is a parameter representing the constraints on the system that 
keep it away from equilibrium.
c For the sake of simplicity in Fig. 1 we have represented 
only two possible states. Each of the two states are asymme-
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The two states need not to have this particular symmetry: their 
symmetry about the centre depends on the critical wave num-
ber n
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